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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of minimizing tree pa t te rn  queries 
(TPQ) that  arise in XML and in LDAP-style  network di- 
rectories. In [Minimization of Tree Pat te rn  Queries, Proc. 
ACM SIGMOD Intl. Conf. Management of Data, 2001, pp. 
497-508], Amer-Yahia, Cho, Lakshmanan and Srivastava 
presented an O(n 4) algorithm for minimizing TPQs in the 
absence of integrity constraints (Case 1); n is the number 
of nodes in the query. Then they considered the problem 
of minimizing TPQs in the presence of three kinds of in- 
tegri ty  constraints: required-child, required-descendant and 
subtype (Case 2). They presented an O(n  6) algorithm for 
minimizing TPQs  in the presence of only required-child and 
required-descendant constraints (i.e., no subtypes allowed; 
Case 3). We present O(n2), O(n 4) and O(n 2) algorithms for 
minimizing TPQs in these three cases, respectively, based on 
the concept of graph simulation. We believe tha t  our O(n 2) 
algorithms for Cases 1 and 3 axe runtime optimal.  

Keywords 
XML queries, LDAP queries, tree pa t te rn  queries, integrity 
constraints,  query minimization, graph simulation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In XML and in LDAP-style network directories, da ta  is 

represented as a tree; associated with each node of the tree 
is an element type from a finite a lphabet  E. In XML (see 
[1]), each node corresponds to an XML element; the children 
of a node are ordered from left to right, and represent the 
content (i.e., list of subelements) of tha t  element. In LDAP 
directories (see [13]), the children of a node axe not ordered; 
the paxent-child edges represent hierarchical information. 

XML queries in languages such as XPath  [24], XQuery 
[25], XML-QL [8] and Quilt [6] use tree pa t te rns  to extract  
relevant port ions from the input database.  LDAP directory 
queries [14] use tree pat terns  to specify certain structural  
relationships (child, descendant, etc.) between the desired 
entries. A tree pattern query that  we consider in this paper,  
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denoted by TPQ from now on, was defined in [2] as follows 
(see Figure 1 for examples). The nodes of a TPQ Q are 
labeled by element types from ~; let v(u) denote the type  
of node u. One node of Q is called the output node, and it 
corresponds to the output  of Q; it is denoted by op(Q) and 
is indicated by * in the figures. There are two kinds of edges: 
child edges (c-edges) and descendant edges (d-edges). A e- 
edge from node u to node v is denoted by u ~ v in the text,  
and by a single edge in the figures; v is called a c-child of u. 
A d-edge is denoted by u ~ v in the text,  and by a double 
edge in the figures; v is called a d-child of u. A c-child or 
d-child of u is called a child of u. 

In any directed acyclic graph (dag), a node v is said to be 
a descendant of a node u if there exists a path (sequence of 
edges) from u to v. In the case of a TPQ,  this pa th  could 
consist of any sequence of c-edges and/or  d-edges. 

An embedding of a TPQ Q into a tree database db is a 
mapping ~ : Q ~ db, from the nodes of Q to the nodes of 
db, that  satisfies the following conditions: 

1. Preserve node types: For each node u E Q, u and fl(u) 
are of the same type. 

2. Preserve c/d-edge relationships: If u ~ v in Q, then 
fl(v) is a child of fl(u) in db; if u :=~ v in Q, then fl(v) 
is a descendant of fl(u) in db. 

Note tha t  an embedding could map several nodes of the 
query (of the same type) to the same node of the database.  
Answering Q for a given tree database db requires finding all 
possible embeddings of Q in db. The answer to Q is formed 
from the set of database nodes fl(op(Q)), obtained over all 
possible embeddings. For LDAP applications, the output  
consists simply of this set of nodes; for XML applications, 
the output  consists of the subtrees rooted at each of these 
nodes, placed under one new root labeled result. 

Let us consider some examples of TPQs. The query shown 
in Figure l b  asks for those nodes (in the case of XML, sub- 
trees rooted at  those nodes) of type b in db that  are chil- 
dren of a node of type a, and have a child of type c which 
in turn has a descendant of type d. It corresponds to the 
XPath  expression a/b[c//d~. The queries shown in Figure 
l a  and lc  correspond to the expressions a[b//d]/b[c//d] and 
a[b[e and/ /d] ] /b [c / /d ] ,  respectively. 

In general, the efficiency of finding the result of a query 
on a given input  database depends on the size of the query. 
So, it is impor tant  to minimize the query before a t tempt ing  
to compute the result of the query. [2] pointed out tha t  a 
TPQ Q may fail to be minimal for one of two reasons: 
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Figure 1: Examples  of  TPQs  and Minimizat ion 

1. Q might contain redundant branches that  can be re- 
moved, independent of any integrity constraints. 

2. Some integrity constraints might be known to hold 
on the input databases; these constraints might make 
some branches of Q redundant. 

They considered three kinds of integrity constraints (de- 
noted by ICs from now on): 

1. Required child: Every database node of type rl has a 
child of type v2, denoted by ~'1 -+ v2. 

2. Required descendant: Every database node of type vl 
has a descendant of type v2, denoted by vl ~ r2. 

3. Subtype: Every database node of type rl is also of 
type r2, denoted by rl < r2. We follow the convention 
that  r < r, for all types ~-. 

Let us consider some examples of TPQ minimization. In 
the TPQ shown in Figure la, the left branch is made redun- 
dant by the right branch; so the TPQ is equivalent to the 
one shown in Figure lb. In the absence of ICs, the latter 
TPQ is minimal. In Figure la, if the output  node is the left 
child (instead of the right child) of the root, then the TPQ 
is minimal in the absence of ICs. 

The TPQ shown in Figure lc is minimal in the absence 
of ICs. In the presence of the IC b ---+ e, the TPQ is equiv- 
alent to the one shown in Figure la; as discussed above, its 
minimal equivalent is shown in Figure lb. 

The TPQ shown in Figure ld  is minimal in the absence of 
ICs; it is also minimal in the presence of ICs {b' ( b, c I _( c}. 

In the presence of ICs {b _< b', c _< c'}, its minimal equivalent 
is the one shown in Figure le. 

The TPQ shown in Figure If  is minimal in the absence of 
ICs. In the presence of the I C c  :=~ d, its minimal equivalent 
is the one shown in Figure le. 

Query minimization is a well-studied area of database sys- 
tems. One of the first results in this area was that  of Chan- 
dra and Merlin [7] who showed that  for a class of relational 
database queries, called conjunctive queries, the minimiza- 
tion problem is NP-Complete [11]. Amer-Yahia et al. [2] 
pointed out that  TPQs are essentially a special kind of con- 
junctive queries on a tree-structured domain. Florescu et 
al. [10] showed that containment of conjunctive queries with 
regular path expressions, over semistructured data, is decid- 
able; for some special cases, they showed that  the problem is 
NP-Complete. Query minimization in the presence of con- 
straints has also been studied by several authors. Calvanese 
et al. [5] studied the problem of conjunctive query contain- 
ment in the presence of a special class of inclusion dependen- 
cies, and established some decidability/undecidability re- 
sults. 

Amer-Yahia et al. [2] presented an O(n 4) algorithm for 
minimizing TPQs  in the absence of ICs, and an O(n 6) al- 
gorithm in the presence of ICs; n is the number of nodes of 
the TPQ. We show (Section 5) that  the latter algorithm is 
incorrect: It might not produce a minimal TPQ when sub- 
type ICs are present. In Section 3, we present an efficient 
O(n 2) algorithm for minimizing TPQs in the absence of ICs. 
In Section 4, we present an O(n 4) algorithm in the presence 
of the three kinds of ICs discussed above. In Section 5, we 
present an O(n 2) algorithm in the presence of only required- 
child and required-descendant ICs (i.e., no subtypes). We 
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believe tha t  our O(n 2) algorithms in Sections 3 and 5 are 
runtime optimal.  The main idea behind our improvement in 
runt ime is the following: Amer-Yahia et al. use a function 
(called an endomorphism) to identify and remove one re- 
dundant  TPQ node at a time, bo t tom up; we use a relation 
(called a simulation) to identify all the redundant  nodes in 
one shot. In Section 6, we present our conclusions and some 
extensions of our algorithms. In Section 2, we discuss some 
of the limitations of TPQs and ICs; we also discuss why 
these limitations are somewhat necessary in order to have 
an efficient (polynomial time) algori thm for query minimiza- 
tion. 

Apar t  from the results of Amer-Yahia et al., the results 
tha t  most closely relate to ours are those of Wood [20, 21, 
22, 23]. He studied the minimization of a special class of 
XPath  queries [24] that  he called simple XPath queries. 
Simple XPath  queries are TPQs without d-edges, but  with 
the added flexibility that  the label of a node could be - ;  
- s tands for "any" type, and in any embedding of the query 
in a database,  the image of a node labeled - could be of any 
type in ~. Wood showed that ,  in the absence of constraints, 
the minimal query equivalent to a simple XPath query can 
be found in polynomial time. In Section 6 (Conclusions), we 
show how our O(n 2) algorithm in Section 3 can be extended 
to simple XPath  queries (no d-edges). Miklan and Suciu [16] 
show that  the problem of minimizing TPQs that  contain c- 
edges, d-edges and nodes labeled - is co-NP complete. In 
Section 2, we discuss required-sibling constraints studied by 
Wood. 

2. LIMITATIONS OF TPQ'S AND IC'S 
Papakonstant inou and Vianu [17] introduced a very gen- 

eral tree pat tern  query language for XML called loto-ql (also 
see [18]). Loto-ql queries contain regular expressions over 
on the edges and nodes; they allow for vertical and hori- 
zontal navigation in the input  database,  respectively. Com- 
pared to loto-ql queries, TPQs are l imited as follows: 

1. The horizontal navigation allowed in TPQs (by having 
multiple children at a node) is very limited compared 
to the ones in loto-ql queries. In particular,  TPQs 
ignore the order of children of a node in the database; 
in an embedding, this allows for different nodes of the 
query (of the same type) to be mapped  to the same 
node of the database. 

2. The vertical navigation in loto-ql queries can be spec- 
ified by arbi t rary  regulax expressions. TPQs only al- 
low vertical navigation using c-edges and d-edges. A 
c-edge corresponds to the regular expression a for some 
a E ~; a d-edge corresponds to the regular expression 
E ' a ,  for some a E ~; here, a is the element type of the 
destination node of the c/d-edge. 

This simplicity of TPQs is necessary in order to have efficient 
algorithms for query minimization. If arbi t rary  regular ex- 
pressions are allowed for vertical navigation, then query min- 
imization becomes PSPACE-Hard:  Testing if an edge with 
regular expression r l  is subsumed by another edge with reg- 
ular expression r~ is equivalent to testing if L(r~) _C L(rl); 
this is known to be PSPACE-Complete  [11]. 

The ICs defined in Section 1 are also somewhat limited. 
Document Type  Definitions (DTD) are usually used to spec- 
ify a schema for a class of XML documents. A DTD spec- 

ifies, for each type  a E E, a regular language R(a) over 
consisting of those strings w tha t  could form the sequence 
of types of the children of a node of type  a. Even ignor- 
ing the order, this specifies which element types can appear  
together as children of a part icular  node type; this can not 
be specified using the ICs we consider. This simplicity of 
the ICs also seems to be an impor tant  factor in designing 
efficient minimization algorithms for TPQs.  In fact, in the 
presence of a DTD, there need not be a unique minimal 
TPQ equivalent to a given TPQ, as seen from the follow- 
ing example: Let ~ = {a,b,c,d}, and let the DTD D be 
R(a) = bc + d, R(b) = R(c) = R(d) = e. Consider the 
3-node TPQ Q = a * (bc), where the root of type a is the 
output  node, and it has two children of types b and c. Q has 
two minimal equivalent TPQs (in the presence of D): a *  (b) 
and a * (c). 

The above example contradicts a claim of Wood [23]. He 
considered modeling the effects of a DTD using required- 
sibling constraints, and studied the minimization of sim- 
ple XPath  queries in the presence of such constraints. A 
required-sibling constraint of the form 7-1 : T ---+ 7-2, where 
~'1,T2 E ~ and T C_ ~, means tha t  every database  node 
of type  ~'1 that  has children of each type in T also has a 
child of type  v2. The DTD D above implies the following 
set of required-sibling constraints: S = {a : {b} ~ e, a : 
{c} ~ b}. Wood [23] claimed that ,  in the presence of a 
DTD or required-sibling constraints, there is a unique mini- 
mal XPath  query equivalent to a given simple XPath  query 
without - label. The above example serves as a counterex- 
ample to this claim. 

While the TPQs and ICs we consider seem to be somewhat 
l imited (as explained above), TPQs do capture a significant 
part  of current XML query languages such as XPath  and 
XQuery. Also, we feel that  our algorithms form the basis 
of an impor tant  first step towards efficient algorithms for 
minimizing more complex XML and LDAP queries, in the 
presence of more complex integrity constraints. 

3. O(N 2) MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM IN 
THE ABSENCE OF IC'S 

Let Q(D) denote the result of a query Q on a database D. 
Following [7, 19], we say that  Q1 c Q2 for queries Q1 and 
Q2, if Qi(D) C Q2(D) for all databases D; Q1 and Q2 are 
equivalent (denoted by Q1 = Q2), if Q1 c Q2 and Q2 c Q1. 
A query Q is said to be minimal if no query of smaller size 
is equivalent to Q. For TPQs,  size is the number of nodes. 

Q1 c_ Q2 if there exists a query homomorphism (also 
called a containment mapping in the l i terature) from Q2 
to Q~ (see [7, 19]). When specialized to TPQs  [2], a homo- 
morphism h : Q2 -~ Q1 is a mapping from Q2's nodes to 
Ql ' s  nodes that  satisfies the following conditions: 

1. Preserve node types: For each node u C Q2, u and 
h(u) are of the same type; also, h(op(Q2)) = op(Q1). 

2. Preserve c/d-edge relationships: If u -+ v in Q2, then 
h(u) ~ h(v) in Q1; if u ::~ v in Q2, then h(v) is a 
descendant of h(u) in Q1. 

A homomorphism from a TPQ Q into itself is called an 
endomorphism. A node u E Q is said to be redundant if the 
query obtained from Q by deleting u and all its descendants 
is equivalent to Q. Amer-Yahia et al. [2] s ta ted  the following. 
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Figure  2: E x a m p l e s  o f  S imulat ion  

PROPOSITION 3.1. [2] A node u of a TPQ Q is re- 
dundant iff there exists an endomorphism h on Q such that 
hCu) # u. 

Then they proved the following. 

THEOREM 3.2. [2] For a given TPQ Q, there exists a 
unique minimal equivalent TPQ Q'. Q' can be obtained from 
Q by repeatedly removing a redundant leaf node, until no leaf 
is redundant (note that a leaf node at some intermediate step 
could be an internal node of Q). 

They presented an O(n 3) algorithm (based on Proposition 
3.1) to determine if a given leaf is redundant.  This leads to 
an O(n a) algorithm (based on Theorem 3.2) for minimizing 
Q. 

We present an efficient O(n 2) algorithm using the concept 
of simulation. Simulation is a binary relation on the set of 
nodes, as opposed to endomorphism which is a function. 
Simulation provides one possible notion of dominance be- 
tween the nodes of a graph, and has been studied in process 
equivalence and in graph models for data. In particular, it 
is used in defining schema for semistructured data [1, 4]. 

Consider a directed graph G = (V, E) consisting of a set 
V of nodes and a set E of directed edges; each node u E V 
has a type v(u) associated with it. For u E V, let post(u) 
denote the set of nodes to which there is an edge from u. 
Simulation is the largest binary relation ~ on V such that  
the following holds: If u ~ v, then v(u) = v(v) and for each 
u ~ E post(u), there exists v' E post(v) such that u' ~ v'. If 
u ~ v, we say that u is simulated by v, v simulates u, or v is 
a simulator of u; let sim(u) denote the set of all simulators 
of u. It is well-known that the simulation relation is reflexive 
and transitive, but it may not be symmetric. Vertices u and 
v are said to be similar, denoted by u ~0 v, if u ~ v and 
v ~ u; clearly, similarity is an equivalence relation. 

Consider the example tree shown in Figure 2a. We have 
sim(v4) = sim(vh) = {v4,vh}, sim(v2) = {v2,v3}, and 
sim(vi) -- {v/} for all other nodes vi. So, the only non- 
trivial relational pairs are v4 ,~ v5 and v2 _~ v3. 

Let IVI -- n and ]El = m. Bloom and Paige [3] and Hen- 
zinger et al. [12] presented O(mn) algorithms for computing 
the simulation relation of arbitrary graphs. If the graph is 
a tree, then m = n - 1; in this case, their algorithms run in 
O(n 2) time. Unfortunately, these algorithms will not work 
when there are d-edges, as in a TPQ. First, we need to re- 

define the concept of simulation to account for the presence 
of d-edges. We define the simulation relation for a TPQ Q 
as follows. It is the largest binary relation ~ on the nodes of 
Q such that, whenever u ~ v, the following conditions hold: 

1. Preserve node types: r (u)  = r(v);  also, if u = op(Q) 
then v = op(Q). 

2. Preserve c-edge relationships: If u ---+ u' ,  then v has a 
c-child v' such that u' ~ v'. 

3. Preserve d-edge relationships: If u ~ u", then v has a 
descendant v" such that  u" .~ v". 

Consider the example TPQ shown in Figure 2b. We have 
sim( v4 ) = sim( vs ) = { v4 , v6}, sim( vh ) = sim( vs ) = {vh, vs}, 
sim(v~) -- {v2, v3}; sim(vi) = {vi} for all other nodes vi. 

For the sake of completeness, let us consider the connec- 
tion between simulation and endomorphism. For any node 
u in a TPQ Q, let 

endo(u) = {v I there exists an endomorphism f on Q 

such that f (u)  = v}. 

If v E endo(u), then v C sim(u); so sire(u) D endo(u). The 
containment could be strict because whether v E sim(u) de- 
pends only on the descendants of u and v, whereas whether 
v E endo(u) depends also on the ancestors of u and v, and 
their descendants. Also, by Proposition 3.1, u is redundant  
iff there exists v E endo(u), v ~ u. In contrast, the condi- 
tion that  there exist v E sim(u), v ~ u, is necessary, but  not 
sufficient, for u to be redundant.  For example, if u is a leaf 
and v is any other node with T(v) = T(U), then v E sim(u); 
this certainly does not imply that  u is redundant.  

The simulation relation on TPQs is reflexive and tran- 
sitive, but  it may. not be symmetric. Also note that, by 
condition 1) above, sim(op(Q)) = {op(Q)}. The algorithms 
of Bloom and Paige [3] and Henzinger et hi. [12] referred to 
above for computing the simulation relation on graphs will 
not work for TPQs because of condition 3) above. In fact, it 
is unlikely that there exists an O(mn) algorithm for comput- 
ing the simulation relation of arbitrary graphs that  contain 
d-edges. We will present an O(n ~) algorithm for TPQs; it 
can be easily extended to an O(mn) algorithm for acyclic 
graphs. Before we present our algorithm, let us consider the 
connection between simulation and minimization of TPQs. 
We have the following result. 
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Algorithm T P Q S i m u l a t i o n  

V +- set of nodes of Q in some bottom-up order 

for each u E V in order do 

if u = op(Q) then sire(u) = {u} 
else if u is a leaf then sire(u) = {v E V I r (v)  = r (u)}  

else sire(u) = {v C Y I v(v) = r (u ) , v  E cpar(sim(u'))  for each c-child u' of u, 
and v E anc(s im(u ' ) )  for each d-child u" of u} 

compute cpar(sim(u) ) and anc(sim(u)  ) 

Figure 3: The Simulation Algorithm 

Algorithm TPQMinimization(u) /* u is a nonredundant node of a TPQ 

for each child v of u do 

i f v is a c-child then 
if u has another c-child w E sire(v) that has not been deleted 

then delete v / *  the entire subtree rooted at v is deleted 
else TPQMin imiza~ ion(v )  /* node v is nonredundant 

if v is a d-child then 
if u has another child w E s im(v)  U anc(s im(v) )  that has not been deleted 

then delete v / *  the entire subtree rooted at v is deleted 
else TPQMinimizaLion(v )  /* node v is nonredundant 

Figure 4: The Minimization Algorithm 

LEMMA 3.3. Let u be a nonredundant node of a TPQ Q. 

1. A c-child v of u is redundant in Q iff u has another 
c-child w E sire(v). 

2. A d-child v of u is redundant in Q iff u has another 
descendant w E sire(v). 

PROOF. Let u be a nonredundant node of a TPQ Q, and 
let v be a child of u. Consider any embedding/3  of Q into 
a tree database  db. The presence of v in Q imposes the 
following restriction on/3: If v is a c-child (resp. d-child) of 
u, then j3(v) should be a child (resp. descendant) of ~(u) 
in db. The descendants of v in Q translate  to corresponding 
restrictions on ~(v) in db. 

Now consider the "if" parts  of conditions 1) and 2) in the 
lemma. If there exists a w as specified, then the conditions 
imposed on/3 (specifically, on ~(u) and its descendants) by 
w and its descendants subsume the conditions imposed by 
v and its descendants. Hence v is redundant.  

Now, consider the "only if" part.  Since u is nonredundant,  
all its ancestors are nonredundant.  A nonredundant  node 
is unique in the sense that  no other node can play its role. 
Since u is unique, the restrictions imposed on/3 (specifically, 
on ~(u) and its descendants) by a c-child (resp. d-child) v of 
u can be subsumed only by the restrictions imposed by an- 
other c-child (resp. descendant) w o f  u; also, the  restrictions 
imposed on/3 by w and its descendants must subsume those 
imposed by v and its descendants, i.e., w E sire(v). [] 

Our algorithm for minimizing Q consists of two parts. 
First ,  algori thm TPQSimulation (Figure 3) computes the 
simulation relation on Q, in bot tom-up order. Then, algo- 
r i thm TPQMinimization (Figure 4) finds the minimal TPQ 
equivalent to Q; it deletes maximal redundant  subtrees, 

in top-down order, using Lemma 3.3 (In contrast,  the al- 
gorithm in [2] eliminates redundant  nodes one at a time, 
bot tom-up,  as specified in Theorem 3.2). The phrase "in 
Q" in items 1) and 2) of Lemma 3.3 requires us to check for 
the redundancy of the children of u, one child at a time. If a 
child v is found to be redundant  and deleted along with all 
its descendants (resulting in a new TPQ Q') ,  then checking 
for the redundancy of the next child v' should be done in 
Q'. 

For a set S of some nodes of Q, let eparents of S (denoted 
by cpar(S)) be the set of nodes of Q that  have a c-child in S; 
let ancestors of S (denoted by anc(S)) be the set of nodes 
that  have a proper descendant in S. Clearly, cpar(S) can 
be computed in O(n) time; anc(S) can also be computed 
in O(n) t ime bot tom-up,  in the order of decreasing depth 
(distance from the root). Note tha t  conditions 2) and 3) in 
the above definition of simulation can be restated as follows: 

2. Preserve c-edge relationships: If u ~ u' ,  then v E 
cpar( s im(  u') ). 

3. Preserve d-edge relationships: If u ~ u",  then v E 
ane(si~(u")). 

Using this restatement,  algorithm TPQSimulation com- 
putes the simulation relation on Q. First,  it orders the nodes 
of Q bot tom-up:  all the children of a node u must  appear  be- 
fore node u. This can be done, for example, according to the 
post order traversal of Q, in linear time. For each node u, 
in order, the algori thm computes sim(u),  cpar(sim(u))  and 
anc(sim(u)); each of them will be represented as a boolean 
array of n elements, indexed by the nodes v E V. For each 
node u, the algorithm first computes sim(u).  For a leaf node 
u, computing sim(u)  takes O(n) time. Now consider an in- 
ternal node u. For each v E V, determining if v E s im(u)  
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Algorithm M i n i m i z e C h a s e  
compute chase(Q) 
compute sim(u) for the original nodes u of chase(Q) using CbaseSimulation 
ChaseM inimization(root( chase( Q ) ) ) 
drop the remaining chase nodes 

Figure 5: The Overall Algorithm with Constraints 

takes time proport ional  to the number of children of u. 
Hence, the total  t ime to find sim(u) is O(n * [children(u)[). 
As pointed out above, cpar(sim(u)) and anc(sim(u)) can 
be computed in O(n) time. So, a single pass thru the for 
loop takes t ime O(n * ([children(u)[ + 1)); hence, the en- 
t ire for loop takes O(n* ~ey([children(u)[ + 1)) = O(n 2) 
time. Since the simulation relation could be of size O(n2), 
this algorithm has optimal runtime. 

Now consider the recursive algori thm TPQMinimization. 
The input  node u is a nonredundant  node of a TPQ; the 
algorithm minimizes the subtree rooted at u, using the sim- 
ulation relation computed by TPQSimulation. Recall that  
the simulation relation is transitive. So, the order in which 
the children v of node u axe considered is irrelevant: Let 
Vl, v2 and v3 be three children of u such that  Vl ~ v2 and 
v2 ~ va; then vl and v2 should be deleted in favor of v3. 
It doesn' t  mat te r  whether we first delete v~ and then delete 
v2, or we first delete v2 and then delete vl (because, by 
transitivity,  Vl --~ va). The correctness of the algorithm 
follows from Lemma 3.3. For each child v of u, it  takes 
O([children(u)[) t ime to check if v is redundant;  so, the call 
T PQ M inimization(root( Q ) ) runs in O ( ~ e  V [children( u)l 2) 
= O(n 2) time. 

For an example, let Q be the TPQ shown in Figure 2b. 
For the leaves, we have sire(v4) = sim(vs) = {v4,v6}, 
sim( vs ) = sim( vs ) = {v5, vs}, cpar( sim( v4 ) ) = cpar( { v4, v6}) 
= {v2, v3}, and anc(sim(v5)) = anc({v5, vs}) = {vl, v2, va, vT}. 
Then, since v3 • cpar(sim(v4)) and v3 • anc(sim(vs)), 
TPQSimulation concludes tha t  va • sim(v2). Finally, since 
v3 • sim(v2), TPQMinimization deletes the subtree rooted 
at v2; the resulting TPQ is minimal.  

In summary, we have the following. 

THEOREM 3.4. Algorithms TPQSimulation and TPQMin- 
imization together correctly compute the minimal TPQ equiv- 
alent to a given TPQ in O(n 2) time. 

We believe tha t  our algori thm has opt imal  runtime. 

4. O(N 4) MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM IN 
THE PRESENCE OF IC'S 

Let C be a set of ICs of the three kinds described in Sec- 
tion 1. Amer-Yahia et al. [2] presented an O(n 6) algorithm 
for minimizing TPQs,  in the presence of C. In Section 5, 
we will show that  this algorithm is incorrect: I t  might not 
produce a minimal TPQ when subtype ICs axe present. In 
this section, we present an O(n  4) algorithm. 

Following [7, 19, 2], we say tha t  Q1 c_c Q2 for queries 
Q1 and Q2, if Q~(D) c Q2(D) for all databases D tha t  
satisfy the constraints in C; Q1 and Q2 are equivalent in 
the presence of C (denoted by Q1 = v  Q2), if Q1 c v  Q2 
and Q2 c a  Q1. A query Q i s s a i d  to be minimal in the 
presence of C, if no query of smaller size is equivalent to Q 
in the presence of C. From now on, we will usually drop the 
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qualifier "in the presence of C". 
For relational database queries, the classical chase tech- 

nique [15, 19] is used to rewrite a query to incorporate 
the effects of given integrity constraints. Then, a minimal  
query equivalent to the original query, in the  presence of 
the integri ty constraints, can be obtained by minimizing the 
rewrit ten query (without further regard to the integri ty con- 
straints).  In this section, we use the same approach to min- 
imize a TPQ Q in the presence of C. 

Amer-Yahia et al. [2] specified a procedure to add nodes 
to Q, one at  a time, to incorporate the effects of C, but  
cautioned: 

'% blind application of chase [their procedure to 
add nodes] can make the result of the chase ax- 
bitraxily bigger than the original query; in pax- 
ticulax, its depth can increase arbi t rar i ly  under 
chase." 

They did not show how to add nodes to Q, in a systematic  
manner,  to get a finite query that  incorporates the effects of 
C (as we will show in Section 5, their  procedure, called "aug- 
mentat ion",  might not work when subtype ICs axe present). 
We show how to construct a finite query chase(Q) from Q, 
tha t  incorporates the effects of C, while adding only the re- 
quired nodes. In general, our chase(Q) is not a tree, but  a 
directed acyclic graph (dag). 

The closure of C, denoted by closure(C), can be obtained 
by first initializing it to C, and then repeatedly  doing the 
following until no more changes occur. 

1. If vl ~ 7-2, then add 7-1 :=~ r2 

2. If vl :=~ ~'2 and v2 :=~ va, then add ~-1 ~ ra 

3. If ~-~ < ~-~ and ~'2 < rz, then add Vl _< 7-a 

4. If v~ _< r2 and 7-2 --+ va, then add v~ --~ v3 

5. If v~ _< v2 and v2 =~ va, then add 7-1 ~ va 

6. If ~-1 --~ v2 and v2 _< v3, then add 7-~ ~ 7-3 

7. If 7-~ ::~ v2 and v2 _< va, then add v~ ~ v3 

Note tha t  [closure(C)l = O([CI2). Also, closure(C) (as well 
as C) must  be acyclic: If Vl :=~ r2 and r2 =~- vl, then there 
can be no finite database  containing an element of type r l  
or r2. If C does not contain any subtype constraints (as in 
Section 5), then steps 3) thru  7) above can be dropped.  

The constraint graph Gc = (Vc, Ec) is the directed graph 
defined as follows. The set Vc of nodes is ~ (recall tha t  ~2 
is the set of all element types under consideration).  The set 
Ec consists of c-edges and d-edges: 

1. If~'l ---+ v2 is in closure(C), then there is a c-edge from 
T1 t O  T 2 .  



Algorithm ChaseSimulation 

V ~-- set of nodes of chase(Q) 
Vo ~-- set of original nodes of chase(Q) in some bottom-up order 

for each u • Vo in order do 

if u = op(Q) then sim(u) = {u} 
else if u is originally a leaf then sire(u) = {v • V I ~-(v) < v(u)} 

else sim(u) = {v • V ] r(v) < r(u), v • cpar(sim(u')) for each original c-child u' of u, 
and v • ane(sim(u")) for each original d-child u" of u} 

compute cpar(sim(u) ) and anc(sim(u) ) 

Figure 6: The Simulation Algorithm with Constraints 

Algorithm ChaseMinimization(u) /*  u is a nonredundant original node of chase(Q) 

for each original child v of u do 

if v is a c-child then 
if u has another e-child w • sire(v) that has not been deleted 

then delete v / *  the entire subgraph rooted at v is deleted 
else ChaseMinimization(v) /* node v is nonredundant 

if v is a d-child then 
if u has another child w • sire(v) U anc(sim(v)) that has not been deleted 

then delete v / *  the entire subgraph rooted at v is deleted 
else ChaseMinimization(v) /* node v is nonredundant 

Figure 7: The Minimization Algorithm with Constraints 

2. I f v l  ~ r2 is in closure(C), but r l  ~ v2 is not in 
closure(C), and there is no type r3 such tha t  both  
T1 =¢~ va and r3 :=~ r2 are in closure(C), then there is 
a d-edge from T1 to v2. 

G c  represents all the required-child and required-descendant 
constraints in closure(C), in a concise manner; the effects of 
the subtype constraints on the required-child and required- 
descendant constraints are already reflected in closure(C) 
(and hence in Go) ,  due to steps 4) thru 7) above in the 
computat ion of closure(C). Since closure(C) is acyclic, Gc 
is a dag. Gc  contains ]~[ nodes and O(]E] ~) edges; we let 
the size [Go] denote ]Vc] + lEvi. For a given ~ '  C ~, let 

' V/ E '  ' = G c  = ( c ,  c) ,  where V~ ~ ' ,  be the constraint graph 
pertaining to the element types in ~ ' .  G~ can be obtained 

G' from Gc  in O([Gc] + [  c]) time. For any type v • E' ,  
let G~(v) denote the subgraph of G~ that  is rooted at r .  
G~(T) represents all constraints in closure(C) of the form 
r ---+ r '  and T ~ v ', for V' • ~ ' .  

We define chase(Q) to be the dag obtained from Q as 
follows: Let Z'  consist of the element types common to C 
and Q (so ]~'] _< n); from Go, construct the constraint 

l I , = E 1 = graph Gc = (V~,E~) for ~ '  (so IVhI 12'l and l cl  
O(]Z'Je)); at each node of Q of type r ,  a t tach a copy of 
G~(v)  rooted at that  node. The new nodes added in this 
process will be called chase nodes; other nodes (i.e., those 
from Q) will be called original nodes. Chase(Q) is a dag 
with O(n]~'])  nodes and O(niE~]) edges; its height is at 
most height(Q) + [~'[. 

Chase(Q) incorporates the effects of all the required-child 
and required-descendant constraints in closure(C). So, as 
in the case of relational database queries, the minimal TPQ 
equivalent to Q can be obtained from chase(Q), using al- 
gori thm MinimizeChase (Figure 5). MinimizeChase calls 

ChaseSimulation to compute sim(u) for all the original nodes 
u in chase(Q). It then calls ChaseMinimization to delete the 
redundant  original nodes (and their descendants) in chase(Q). 
Finally, it deletes all the remaining chase nodes, which are 
clearly redundant.  

The working of algorithms ChaseSimulation and Chase- 
Minimization (Figures 6 and 7) parallel those of algorithms 
TPQSimulation and TPQMinimization (Figures 3 and 4, 
Section 3), respectively. ChaseSimulation is identical to 
TPQSimulation, except tha t  it  computes sim(u) only for 
the original nodes u in chase(Q), and also incorporates the 
effects of the subtype constraints in closure(C). Chase- 
Minimization is identical to TPQMinimization, except tha t  
it only deletes redundant  original nodes in chase(Q). 

The runtime analyses are also par t ly  similar. First con- 
sider ChaseSimulation. Let V and Vo be the set of nodes and 
the set of original nodes of chase(Q), respectively; ]Vol = 
]Q] = n, and iV] = O(n*IV~]). In Vo, the nodes are in 
bot tom-up order. For each node u E Vo, the algorithm 
computes sire(u), epar(sim(u)) and anc(sirn(u)); each of 
them will be represented as a boolean array of ]V] ele- 
ments, indexed by the nodes v E V. For each u, the al- 
gorithm first computes sire(u). For an original leaf node 
u, computing sire(u) takes O(]V]) time. Now consider an 
original internal node u. For each v E V, determining if 
v E sire(u) takes time proport ional  to the number of chil- 
dren o fu  in Q. Hence, the total  t ime to find sim(u) is O(]V]* 
]childrenQ(u)]). So, the total  t ime to compute sire(u) for 
all the original nodes is O ( ] V ] * ~ e Q ( I c h i l d r e n o  (u)[ + 1)) = 
O(n * ]V]). Now consider the computat ion of cpar(sim(u)) 
and anc(sim(u)). Note that  each chase node in sire(u) could 
have O(]V~]) c-parents and/or  d-parents,  since G~ is a dag 
(not necessarily a tree). In any case, cpar(sim(u)) can be 
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computed in lehase(Q)l = O(n • IGcl)  time. Anc(sim(u)) 
can also be computed in O([chase(Q)l ) t ime bot tom-up,  in 
the order of decreasing depth (distance from the root). So, 
cpar(sim(u)) and anc(sim(u)), for all the original nodes 
u, can be computed in O(n * [chase(Q)]) time. So, the 
overall runtime for ChaseSimulation is O(n * [chase( Q)D = 
o(n ~ * labl) = O ( n 4 )  . 

Now consider the recursive algorithm ChaseMinimization. 
The input  node u is a nonredundant  original node of chase(Q). 
For each original child v of u, it takes O(Ichildrench~,¢(Q)(u)l) 
= O(n) t ime to check if v is redundant;  so, the call 
ChaseMinimization(root(chase(Q))) runs in 
O ( ~ e v  o IchildrenQ(u)l * [childrenchase(Q)(U)l ) = 
O(n * ~ueyo ]childrenQ(u)l) = O(n2) t ime. 
In summary, we have the following. 

THEOREM 4.1. Algorithm MinimizeChase correctly com- 
putes the minimal TPQ equivalent to a given TPQ, in the 
presence of ICs, in O(n 4) time. 

PROOF. First ,  let us consider the correctness, chase(Q) 
correctly incorporates the effects of all the required-child 
and required-descendant constraints in closure(C). Then, 
ChaseSimulation and ChaseMinimization correctly identify 
and remove all the redundant  original nodes in chase(Q), 
while taking into account all the subtype constraints in 
closure(C). The remaining chase nodes axe clearly redun- 
dant,  and can be dropped. So, MinimizeChase correctly 
computes the minimal TPQ. 

Now, let us consider the runtime of MinimizeChase. 
Chase(Q) has O(n 2) nodes and O(n z) edges; it can be con- 
s t ructed in O(n 3) time. As discussed above, ChaseSimula- 
tion and ChaseMinimization take O(n  4) and O(n 2) time, re- 
spectively. Dropping the remaining chase nodes takes O(n 3) 
time. So, MinimizeChase runs in O(n a) time. []  

5. O(N 2) M I N I M I Z A T I O N  A L G O R I T H M  I N  
T H E  A B S E N C E  O F  S U B T Y P E S  

In this section, let C be a closed set of ICs; i.e., closure(C) 
= C. Initially, let C consist of ICs of the three kinds de- 
scribed in Section 1. Amer-Yahia et al. [2] gave the following 
procedure to obtain an augmented TPQ A(Q) from a given 

TPQ Q. For each node u E Q of type T1 : 

1. If 7"1 --~ v2 is in C, add a new leaf node u'  of type  v2, 
and a c-edge u ~ u'.  

2. If r l  ~ v2 is in C, but  vl --~ v2 is not in C, add  a new 
leaf node u" of type ~'2, and a d-edge u ~ u".  

3. If T1 < v2 is in C, also associate type T2 with node u. 

The leaf nodes added during augmentat ion are called aug- 
mentation leaves; there could be O(n) such leaves for each 
node in Q, for a total  of O(n 2) leaves. So, A(Q) could have 
O(n 2) nodes, and can be constructed in O(n 2) t ime. 

Then, Amer-Yahia et al. [2, Lemma 5.4] gave the following 
procedure to find the minimal equivalent TPQ Q'  in the 
presence of C. 

Firs t  construct  the augmented TPQ A(Q). Then 
minimize A(Q) (without further regard to C) 
with the exception tha t  the augmentat ion leaves 
should not be tested for redundancy. Then fi- 
nally, remove all the remaining augmentat ion leaves. 

If subtypes are present, this procedure might not produce 
the minimal TPQ. This is seen from the following example. 
Let 

Q = (univ(college(dept(lab)), scicollege*)) (see Figure 8a) 

and let C be the closure of 

{ scicollege _< college, scidept _< dept, scicollege ~ scidept, 
scidept --+ lab}. 

A(Q) is shown in Figure 8b; one c-edge and one d-edge added 
from the scicollege node correspond to the ICs scicollege 
scidept and scicollege ~ lab in C, respectively; these edges 
result from steps 1) and 2) above, respectively. The above 
procedure of Amer-Yahia et al. would output  Q itself, whereas 
the minimal equivalent query is (univ(scicoUege*)) (Figure 
8c). The only way to obtain the minimal query requires first 
appending the chain (scidept(lab)) under the scicollege node 
in Q, as done in chase(Q) described in the previous section. 
When subtypes are present, the only algori thm known is the 
one given in the previous section. 
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A l g o r i t h m  M i n l m l z e C T P Q  
compute R(Q) 
compute the simulation relation on R(Q) using CTPQSimulation 
CT PQ Minimization( root( R( Q ) ) ) 

Figure 9: The Overall Algorithm in the Absence of Subtypes 

Algorithm CTPQSimulation 

V ~ set of nodes of R(Q) in some bottom-up order 

for each u • V in order do 

if u = op(Q) then 
sim(u) = {u} 
compute cpar ( sim( u ) ) 
augane(sim(u)) ~ ane(sim(u)) 
continue /*  Go to the next pass of the for loop 

i f u is a leaf then 
sire(u) = {v • V I v(v) ---- 7"(u)} 
compute cpar( sim( u ) ) 
augancCsim(u) ) = ane(sim(u) ) U {v • Y l ~(v) ~ ~(u) is in C} 

u ane({v • Y l ~(~) ~ T(u) is in C}) 
else 

sire(u) = {v • V I v(v) = r (u) ,  v • cpar(sim(u')) for each e-child u' of u, 
and v • auganc(sim(u")) for each d-child u" of u} 

compute cpar( sim( u ) ) 
augane(~im(u) ) ~- ane(sim(u)) 

Figure 10: The Simulation Algorithm in the Absence of Subtypes 

From now onwards, we assume that  C consists only of 
required-child and required-descendant ICs. Then, Amer- 
Yahia et al. 's algorithm outlined above correctly finds the 
minimal TPQ equivalent to Q, in the presence of C. Ap- 
plying their original O(n a) minimization algorithm to A(Q) 
takes O(n 6) time; so, their overall minimization algorithm 
runs in O(n 6) time. We present an efficient O(n 2) algorithm. 

Let v be a leaf node of a TPQ,  and let u be its parent. We 
say that  v is redundant due to C if either of the following 
holds. 

1. u ~ v and v(u) ~ v(v) is in C, or 

2. u ~ v and v(u) =:*- v(v) is in C. 

Let R(Q) be the reduced query obtained from Q as follows: 
Repeatedly  remove a leaf node tha t  is redundant  due to C, 
until no leaf is redundant  due to C (note that  a leaf node 
at some intermediate step could be an internal node of Q). 
R(Q) can be computed in O(n 2) t ime and has at most n 
nodes. 

The minimal TPQ equivalent to Q, in the presence of 
C, can be obtained using algori thm MinimizeCTPQ (Fig- 
ure 9). I t  computes the simulation relation on R(Q) using 
CTPQSimulation, and then calls CTPQMinimization to re- 
move the redundant  nodes. The working of algorithms CT- 
PQSimulation and CTPQMinimization (Figures 10 and 11) 
parallel those of algorithms TPQSimulation and TPQMin- 
imization (Figures 3 and 4, Section 3), respectively. The 
runt ime analyses are also similar: CTPQSimulation and 
CTPQMinimization run in O(n  2) time. So, MinimizeCTPQ 
runs in O(n ~) time. 

For an example, let Q be the TPQ shown in Figure 2b, 
and let C = {e =~- d}. vs is the only node tha t  is redundant  
due to C; the reduced query R(Q) is obtained by dropping 
this node from Q. In R(Q),  we have sim(va) -- sim(v6) = 
{va, v6}, sim(vs) -- {vs}, epar(sim(v4)) ---- cpar({v4, v6}) = 
{v~,v3}, and anc(sim(vs)) = anc({vs}) = {v,,v2}. Since 
e ~ d is in C, auganc(sim(v5)) contains, in addit ion to 
anc(sim(vs)), v7 and its ancestors; so auganc(sim(v~)) = 
{vl,v2,v3, vT}. Then, since v3 • cpar(sim(v4)) and v3 • 
auganc(sim(v5)), CTPQSimulation concludes that  v3 • 
sim(v2). Finally, since v3 E sim(v2), CTPQMinimization 
deletes the subtree rooted at v2; the resulting TPQ is mini- 
mal. 

Now consider the correctness of MinimizeCTPQ. The first 
step, namely the reduction of Q, is certainly harmless; as we 
will show below, it is absolutely essential for the correctness 
of the whole algorithm. Algori thm CTPQSimulation com- 
putes the simulation relation on R(Q) in the presence of C. 
I t  differs from TPQSimulation only due to auganc; the pre- 
fLX aug in auganc stands for augmented. For an internal 
node u in R(Q),  auganc(sim(u)) is same as anc(sim(u)). 
For a leaf node u, auganc(sim(u)) contains, in addit ion to 
anc(sim(u)), the following: Those nodes v in R(Q) such that  
v(v) ~ T(U) is in C, and their ancestors. On input  R(Q), 
the algorithm essentially mimics the  computat ion of algo- 
r i thm TPQSimulation on the augmented input  AiR(Q)). 
We will show that  CTPQSimulation and ChaseSimulation 
(Figure 6, Section 4) compute essentially the same simula- 
tion relation, on inputs R(Q) and ehase(R(Q)), respectively. 
In what follows, let sim(u), cpar(sim(u)), anc(sim(u)) and 
auganc(sim(u)) be the sets computed by CTPQSimulation 
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A l g o r i t h m  C T P Q M i n i m i z a t i o n ( u )  /*  u is a nonredundant node of a TPQ 

for each child v of u do 

if v is a c-child then 
if u has another c-child w E sim(v) that  has not been deleted 

then delete v /*  the entire subtree rooted at v is deleted 
else CTPQMinimization(v) I* node v is nonredundant 

if v is a d-child then 
if u has another child w E sim(v) U auganc(sim(v)) that  has not been deleted 

then delete v /*  the entire subtree rooted at v is deleted 
else CTPQMinimization(v) /*  node v is nonredundant 

Figure 11: The Minimization Algorithm in the Absence of Subtypes 

for nodes u E R(Q);  let sims(u), cparc(simc(u)) and 
ancc(sim~(u)) be the sets computed by ChaseSimulation for 
original nodes u E chase(R(Q)). We have the following re- 
sults. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let u be a leaf node o] R(Q). 

1. sire(u) = simc(u) n R(Q) 

(i.e., the original nodes in simc(u) ) 

2. cpar(sim(u)) C cpare(simc(u)) n It(Q) 

3. anc(sim(u) ) c_ auganc(sim(u) ) 

= ane~(simc(u)) n R(Q) 
PROOF. Clearly, sire(u) consists of the original nodes in 

sims(u); so 1) holds. Also, cpar(sim(u)) consists of those 
(original) nodes in R(Q) tha t  have a c-child in sire(u); so 2) 
holds. For 3), the first part  anc(sim(u)) C auganc(sim(u)) 
is obvious; the second part  auganc(sim(u)) = anc~ (sim~(u))N 
R(Q) follows from the way auganc is computed. []  

LEMMA 5.2. Let u be an internal node of R(Q). 

1. sire(u) = simc(u) 

2. cpar(sim(u)) = cparc(simc(u)) 

3. auganc(sim(u) ) -- anc(sim(u) ) = ancc(simc(u) ) 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the height of node 

u E R(Q). First  note that ,  by 1), simc(u) consists only 
of original nodes; also, in chase(R(Q)), the cparent or an 
ancestor of an original node must be an original node. So, 
2) and 3) follow from 1). The proof of 1) depends crucially 
on the fact that  we are dealing with the reduced query R(Q), 
and that  subtypes are not allowed. 

Clearly, sire(u) _C simc(u); we show that  sire(u) D simc(u). 
Let v E simc(u); since subtypes are not allowed, ~-(v) = 
v(u). We show tha t  v E sire(u) by proving that  
v E cpar(sim(u')) for each c-child u' of u in R(Q), 
and v E auganc(sim(u')) for each d-child u" of u in R(Q) 
(refer to algori thm CTPQSimulation in Figure 10). 

Let u' be a c-child of u in R(Q); since R(Q) is reduced, in 
chase( R( Q ) ), v must have an original c-child v' E simc(u'). 
By Lemma 5.1 and the inductive hypothesis, v' E sim(u'); 
so, v E cpar(sim(u')). 

Now, let u" be a d-child of u in R(Q); since R(Q) is re- 
duced, in ehase(R(Q)), v must have an original child v" E 
sims(u") U ancc(simc(u')). By Lemma 5.1 and the in- 
ductive hypothesis, v" E sim(u')  U augane(sim(u')); so, 
v e auganc(~im(u")). [] 

Algori thm CTPQMinimization is almost identical to 
TPQMinimization; the  only difference is tha t  anc(sim(v)) 
has been replaced by auganc(sim(v)). Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 
lead to the following result. 

THEOREM 5.3. Algorithm MinimizeCTPQ correctly com- 
putes the minimal TPQ equivalent to a given TPQ, in the 
presence of required-child and required-descendant ICs, in 
O(n 2) time. 

6. C O N C L U S I O N S  

In this paper,  we considered the problem of minimizing 
tree pa t te rn  queries (TPQs),  in the  absence and presence 
of three kinds of integri ty constraints (ICs: required-child, 
required-descendant and subtype).  In Section 3, we pre- 
sented an efficient O(n 2) algorithm for minimizing TPQs  in 
the absence of ICs. In Section 4, we presented an O(n 4) 
algorithm in the presence of the three kinds of ICs. In Sec- 
tion 5, we presented an O(n  2) algori thm in the presence 
of only required-child and required-descendant ICs (i.e., no 
subtypes).  These three algorithms represent substantial  im- 
provement over the previously known algorithms of Amer-  
Yahia et al. [2]. Also, we believe tha t  our O(n 2) algorithms 
in Sections 3 and 5 are runt ime optimal; it  might be possible 
to improve upon the O(n 4) algorithm in Section 4. 

Now, let us consider extending the applicabil i ty of our al- 
gorithms. First ,  consider allowing TPQs  to contain multiple 
output  nodes; i.e., op(Q) is a sequence (an ordered set) of 
nodes, instead of being a single node. For example, in Fig- 
ure lc) ,  consider making the r ightmost leaf (of type  d) as 
the second output  node. This corresponds to the following 
XQuery query: 

for $~ in ~[ . Ib[ . le  and . l i d ] l i b  return 
for $y in SxlcNd return 

output($x, $y) 

In general, let op(Q) = (Ul, u 2 , . . . ,  uk); we will assume tha t  
the user's intent is tha t  none of the output  nodes should be 
deleted as being redundant .  The answer to Q is formed from 
the set of sequences (/~(Ul),/~(u2), . . . , /~(uk)) of database  
nodes, obtained over all possible embeddings/~.  Our algo- 
r i thms in Sections 3, 4 and 5 can be easily modified to han- 
dle this extension, without  changing the runtime. The only 
change needed is to replace the expression "if u = op(Q)" 
by the expression "if u E op(Q)", in TPQSimulation, Chas- 
eSimulation and CTPQSimulation (Figures 3, 6 and 10, re- 
spectively). 
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Next, consider allowing TPQs to contain nodes labeled - 
("any" type), as in [20, 21, 22, 23]. Miklau and Suciu [16] 
show that the problem of minimizing TPQs that contain 
e-edges, d-edges and nodes labeled - is co-NP complete. 
Our O(n 2) algorithm in Section 3 can be extended to TPQs 
with nodes labeled - (but no d-edges). In TPQSimulation 
(Figure 3), we allow a node labeled - to be simulated by a 
node of any type v E ~U{--};  but a node of type ~- E ~ can 
be simulated only by a node of type v. 

The minimization algorithm in Section 5 can not be ex- 
tended to allow the - label (even in the absence of d-edges), 
because the - label induces subtyping: v _< - ,  for all v E ~. 
The TPQ obtained from Figure 8a, by replacing the college 
and dept labels with - ,  along with C = {scicollege --~ 
scidept, scidept --~ lab} proves this point. 

Now, let us consider some other kinds of integrity con- 
straints. Wood [20, 22] studied required-parent constraints. 
A required-parent constraint of the form vl ~ T2 means 
that  every database node of type v~ has a parent of type 
vl. Amer-Yahia et al. [2] mentioned required-ancestor con- 
straints that  are analogous to required-parent constraints. 
Fan and Simeon [9] studied key, foreign key and inverse 
constraints. Further research is needed to study the min- 
imization of TPQs in the presence of such constraints. 
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